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Taylor is a vampire - but she doesn't want to be. Turned against her will by her sadistic mistress,

Celeste, she has been living a miserable life of bondage and abuse for the past six years. Finally,

through the help of her best friend, Addison, Taylor is rescued, but she can't relax for long. In order

to save her from an even worse fate, she is married off to Victor - a very reluctant groom who just

happens to be a werewolf. Victor doesn't want to be responsible for the fledgling vampire, no matter

how beautiful she is. Especially when he finds out he is the only one she can drink from. But aside

from the strange arousal that overtakes him every time she sinks her dainty fangs into his throat, he

has other problems to deal with...and a very big secret to hide. Their marriage of convenience is

supposed to last for only three months, but Victor and Taylor find themselves drawn together by

more than the vows they took. But as their attraction grows, so does something else. Inside Taylor,

something is changing. She begins to have physical cravings she has never had before, insatiable

appetites that only Victor can satisfy. Will she succumb to the madness growing within her, or can

Victor save her from the Scarlet Heat?
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I don't know how she does it. The first book in this series, Crimson Debt was released about a

month ago. I'm amazed that Evangeline Anderson can produce such a wonderful piece of work in

such a short time. Scarlet Heat is even better than Crimson Debt. Taylor and Victor matched and

balanced each other so well. I think Evangeline did a really good job of exploring and tastefully

discussing Taylor's past abuse. Victor is possibly one if my favorite heroes. He was so patient,

loving, kind and understanding with Taylor. I love how Taylor grew throughout the book and turned



into a confidant, beautiful person. As always the chemistry and sex is off the charts hot. Evangeline

has a way of writing amazingly erotic sex scenes. I appreciate that the sex scenes add to the

storyline and not just thrown in there for the hell of it. Rather, every sex scene has a clear purpose

and helps to build the love and connection growing between Victor and Taylor throughout the book.

I would highly recommend this book to anyone. It's at a bargain price and just a wonderful read. I

also recommend reading the first book in the series as well. Please check out the rest if this author's

work. You won't regret it!

I just love this couple! Victor is an alpha werewolf with a natural antipathy towards vampires...yet

he's drawn to his forced bride, Taylor. Taylor is sweet, vulnerable, and has spent the last six years

forced to bend to the will of others; her response to her unwilling groom is both dismaying...and

intriguing!Book Two has it all - characters to love (or love to hate), an engaging storyline, sexual

tension (in spades!), surprises, drama, and a satisfying conclusion. Even the misunderstanding,

which is both annoying and understandable, contributes both to the HEA and the plot of the third

story in this series. And it is a pure pleasure to witness Taylor's hard-earned ownership of her

power. Well done, Ms. Anderson!

My second favorite of this series so far. Not your standard werewolf tale, and definitely not

Underworld. However... there were was a section that felt too close to one of Lauren Hamilton's

locales (or a night-time Lion King perch)... Oh well. I guess it's a small world when it comes to plot

lines, but I think Ms. Anderson could tried for something a touch different than the archetypical

meeting rock. She does make the hero and heroine very likable characters.

In this second installment of Born to Darkness, Victor and Taylor begin their story. Neither of them

wanted a blood bound, but were forced to do so in order to keep her safe and for him to pay off a

Crimson Debt to Corbin, a vampire from the first book. Taylor has been changed to a vamp against

her will and doesn't seem to be very good with all the things vamps do so easily. Her Master is a

very sadistic oldervampire who treats her horribly for 6 years. So as she and Victor begin their

relationship, their are so many scars and fears that this does not go well. Oh, and her "husband" is a

werewolf....mortal enemies! As the story progresses, Victor comes to care for Taylor and tries to

gain her trust. He is very kind and gentle with her and their relationship becomes very touching and

sweet. He has his own demons to deal with and they have a lot of misunderstandings. I really liked

this book and there are several parts that were so sad because it was difficult to know what was



going to happen. I understand that the third book in this series is coming out soon, but have no idea

when that is. Just guess I'll have to keep checking.

Sexy wolf and a literally hot Vampire...What could go wrong? Evangeline Anderson does it again.

She's created a world where the paranormal exist, and you can't help but want to be part of that

world. I loved this book, and the characters were so well developed I feel like I know then. A must

read for those who love both romance and erotica.

I really loved this one, e enough better than the first book. I did find a few typos in this book though

which surprise me. There were only a few though so not enough to really ruin the book but it was a

surprise since the first book didn't have any. So loved this , loved both Taylor and her Wolfman.This

book was really exciting hard to put down, staying up way rpm late to read it kinda book. I love this

Lind of book!I also liked how vampires and werewolves are in this series, meaning the rules they

have to abide by and the ceremonies they do and the lore and all that. . It's a kit different than some

of the other books out there. I also loved how well it was written and how descriptive the book was.

It really made me feel like I knew the characters in the book. I look forward to readiness by this

author. If you like paranormal romances but like we actionable good plotline, then you should really

enjoy this series. So far the second was better than the first so I'm hoping Amber three is even

better and is a five star book.

I have read every book in Evangeline Andersons Kindred Bride Series and I loved them all. I loved

traveling with her to other worlds and I think her characters are well written. I was impatiently

awaiting the next book in the Kindred series when I saw that her book Crimson Debt was free. Free

books are no brainers right...I mean, you get the opportunity to try a book/series/writer out at no cost

or risk. Seems foolish not to take that opportunity. Well, before I finished reading Crimson Debt, I

had already purchased Scarlet Heat and Ruby Shadows. Another great series!! I am now anxiously

awaiting any books this author publishes. I did find a few errors, but it didn't take away from the

story. Honestly, anyone who texts knows that just because you wanted your phone to write one

thing that doesn't mean that's what it writes. Anyway, do yourself a favor and try out both the Born

to Darkness and The Kindred Bride Series. All the books are super good reads!
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